Spouse
Recovery
Help for the Spouse Without AD/HD

by Owen McGonnell, M.Ed.

        are the needs and rights of
the spouse without AD/HD in the “AD/HD couple.” So often, treatment and
attention are directed toward the spouse with AD/HD, but an equal amount
should be offered to both spouses in order for the family to thrive. In some cases,
help is needed merely for the family to survive. In her book, Women with Attention
Deficit Disorder, Sari Solden asks, “How will the non-AD/HD partner get extra
emotional support so he or she won’t get burned out and resentful?” This article
offers insight into the experience of the spouse without AD/HD and suggests
ways to address the needs of both partners.
During the summer of 2000, I worked part-time at
the Parents Assistance Center in Oklahoma City conducting intake interviews and teaching parenting classes.
In six couples being interviewed, I detected that one
spouse had AD/HD and the other did not.
Neither partner in these couples knew that
AD/HD was a factor in their marriage. In each couple,
the same pattern of relationship problems had evolved,
although all of the couples were in different places on
the range.
The purpose of this article is to show you a pattern
which appears to occur, and to give you the opportu-

nity to make a change if AD/HD is affecting your
marriage in ways you don’t like. This will enable you
to take action so that you interrupt the negative pattern, and start the recovery process as soon as possible.
The pattern starts where you did in your relationship, with a liking or fascination for someone. The
longer AD/HD goes undiagnosed, the greater the
stress on the original “dream” of the marriage, on
beliefs and attitudes in the relationship, and on the
chances for recovery. There are three parts to this
pattern from the “getting together” to the “breakdown.” See if you recognize where you are.

When you and your spouse stay connected, the two of you can retrieve
your original marriage dream, or make one that is even better.
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The longer AD/HD goes
undiagnosed, the
greater the stress on
the original “dream” of
the marriage, on beliefs
and attitudes in the
relationship, and on the
chances for recover y.

I. Getting Together
The Early Interest Stage—“Getting to Know You”
You say to yourself: “This person I have met...
■ Seems pleasant enough (That’s kind of nice).”
■ Seems to be interesting, even kind of bright, energetic and imaginative; kind of funny at times (Better
than some I know; and I like the funny part).”
■ Seems to be attentive to me (That’s even better).”
■ Isn’t particularly demanding (I’m liking this more and
more).”
■ Seems to be interested in doing things I like to do.
(Could this be the one?)”

The Excited Commitment Stage —“Together Forever”
I’ve made up my mind. We were meant for each
other. This is my love! We are going to share this thing
called life and take care of each other for as long as we
live!
■

The Honeymoon Stage —“A Few Punctured
Expectations, But Still Great Overall, I Think”
We do interesting things together, but I’m not sure
I remember what my spouse is most interested in.
However, it sure is nice to be catered to.
■ Enjoying the new activity in my life. The attention
is great.
■ Our plans have been getting a little confused
recently. Some of the things we plan don’t get started.
Oh, well, overall, it ’s...great.
■ My spouse has not been ready on time a few more
times lately than before (Or was my spouse a little late
before and I didn’t notice it?)
■

II. Breaking Down
This period marks a switch from the “troubled optimism” at the end of the first three stages, to “hopeful
pessimism,” and last, to real doubt that anything can
make things better. This period requires professional
help. If you recognize yourself here, it may be useful
to you and your counselor to notice who is doing and
saying what, and what you would like instead. Each
step in the following list is a step down, away from
hope, and without help can end in failure of the
relationship. Remember, though, that at any time, this
course can change if the right help is applied!
■ “I can overlook little things, but I would like a little
more cooperation here!” (I wonder about these careless
and forgetful times of yours. Now I am starting to need to see
changes in your behavior. Do you still care? More and more,
your behavior is getting in the way of our enjoyment, and my
security. I am still hopeful, but I’m beginning to worry about
you. I have started to complain because I don’t know what else
to do. I am beginning to have doubts and distrust, and I don’t
like the feeling.)
■ “The little things have gotten , and what are
you going to do to fix them?” (Why don’t you change the
things I tell you that worry me? Why don’t you fix them?)
■ “I thought we had an agreement here. It feels like
I’m the only one doing any work.” (Why am I having to
remind you? Why can’t you stay ahead of the problems, too?)
■ “Why aren’t you pulling your weight?” (It’s like I’m
the only one living here; the only one doing any thinking.
Where did you go?)
■ “Do you  to lose and forget 
important to me?” A cry for explanations outside of
the relationship to account for this. (All this can’t be
accidental. I’m holding this family together without you.)
■ “I can’t take care of everything by myself.”
Demands and ultimatums are made as a last plea for
recognition and cooperation. (What can I do to motivate
you to help me get order and security back. Where did the
partnership go? I need results, and we’re running out of time.)
III. Just About Broken Down
■ “There’s no time left for any more promises. Time
has run out. If you aren’t on the team, then one of us
has to get off.” (I am close to giving up. I don’t know how to
explain our ‘life’ anymore, and I’m tired of doing it by
myself. You’re either in or you’re out. Which is it?)
■ “No longer do I expect results in relation to my
dreams, my needs or my complaints; my hopes have
disappeared.” (How could this be the one I found so enjoyable in the beginning? I must have made a mistake. I am past
frustration and anger; nothing seems to bring a response; there
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is no feeling, no vision; I doubt my ability to choose, and I
hate the situation.)
■ “I can’t remember the dream.”
Why is it that good people who have good intentions
and hopes, who had a good dream for the marriage in
the beginning, find themselves now in a place in time
in which there are problems which are hard to explain,
maybe even to the point that there is no enjoyment
anymore, no trust between them, no expectation of
improvement, and in some cases, the well is almost
dry?

Getting the Flat Fixed
Recovery for you, the spouse, begins when your partner with AD/HD starts getting help, and you also
have your chance to tell your story, to tell your experience of all these dreams, hopes, things done and things
undone. What’s been happening to you is just as important as what’s been happening to your spouse with
AD/HD. Both of you deserve and need to be healed.
The partner with AD/HD needs to find a counselor
(and coach, preferably) who makes sure that treatment
and a coaching plan address the needs of the spouse
without AD/HD as part of treatment. The partner
with AD/HD will have very little chance for true
success if his or her partner’s needs are not being
systematically addressed and satisfied. If there is a
central point to this article, this is it.
This part of the process, in most cases, should
involve a family meeting in which everyone who has
been affected (and that ’s everybody in the house—
including the goldfish and the dog), learns what AD/
HD is and what happens when help is sought. Edward

Hallowell, M.D., calls this process “spilling the beans.”
He also advises that a couple should make an agreement that each can be heard before reactions are stated. In families, all those without AD/HD in the house
have also suffered the effects of living with someone
with AD/HD. In a family meeting, everybody can talk
about their wishes and wants. This meeting should
probably be conducted as a family therapy session
with a qualified professional. The losses and feelings
are likely to be strong once honesty opens up and
discussions begin.
If you and your spouse are still strong and confident, write down what you always wanted in your life.
Make mental images, with sounds and feelings, of
your imagined healthy life together in order to guide
you through doing what it takes for both of you to get
there. Use some of the methods described by Kathleen
Nadeau, Ph.D., in her book, Adventures in Fast Forward,
in the chapter entitled, “Building a Strong Marriage.”
If you are not strong and confident, get a counselor to
walk you, and later, your spouse, through this step.
Part of your job will be to assist your partner with
AD/HD in adjustments to schedules, and in sett ing
reminders around the house. Part of the job of the
partner with AD/HD is to support his/her spouse
actively through the healing process. Arthur Robin,
Ph.D., (see article, page 20) suggests that both partners can help their marriage survive when they practice forgiveness for “AD/HD moments” and for frustrated reactions to those moments. When you and
your spouse speak honestly and stay connected, the
road can begin to straighten out, and the two of you
can retrieve your original marriage dream, or make
one that is even better. ■
Owen McGonnell, M.Ed., worked for the Oklahoma Department
of Human Services for 26 years in juvenile treatment center psychology in various positions including serving as a child protective
services social worker. McGonnell was diagnosed with AD/HD in
1997, and learned first-hand about the need for self-education and
coaching. Most recently, he managed a therapeutic foster care
program.
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